
ITAB signs a three-year agreement with Circle K regarding a
completely new concept including interior design, lighting and
outdoor environment
ITAB, one of Europe´s leading suppliers of shop concepts, has signed a three-year agreement with Circle K, one of Northern Europe’s major
fuel stations. The value of the order is estimated at EUR 8-10 million per year.

Delivery and installation will take place to many countries where Circle K has operations, namely Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Russia, Poland and Ireland.

Ulf Rostedt, CEO of ITAB Shop Concept AB says:
”ITAB has been supplying and installing interior design for Circle K (former Statoil) since 2002. We have developed the concept and delivered
test stations and now the rollout of the new concept is beginning to focus even more on food. We have also succeeded in creating a lighting
concept that will also become part of the agreement, which means that we will deliver and install interior design, lighting and outdoor
environments. Circle K will continue to develop the concept with ITAB’s design company KB Design as a partner.”

For further information, please contact:

ITAB Shop Concept AB  
CEO  Ulf Rostedt  
Phone:  +46 36 31 73 00
Mobile:  +46 70 694 86 82

Box 9054, SE-550 09 JÖNKÖPING, SWEDEN    
Telefon: 46 [0]36 31 73 00 
www.itab.com, www.itabgroup.com

ITAB Shop Concept AB sells, develops, manufactures and installs complete shop fitting concepts for retail chain stores. The all-inclusive offer
includes custom-made fitting concepts, checkouts, self-checkout systems and professional lighting systems and digital solutions for the
physical store. Customers include the major players throughout most parts of Europe. ITAB is the market leader at checkout to retailers in
Europe, and one of Europe's largest suppliers of shop fitting concepts and lighting systems. The group has approximately 3,200 employees
and had 2018 a turnover of SEK 6,031 million. ITAB B-share is listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm.


